SAFETY ALERT
Issued 25 NOVEMBER, 2019

MANUFACTURER’S SAFETY NOTICE – CROSBY SHACKLES

Name of product:
CROSBY SHACKLES: G-2130, S-2130, G-213, S-213, G-209, S-209, G-2130OC

Hazard:
MANUFACTURER STATES: “…MAY HAVE A CONDITION THAT CAN REDUCE ULTIMATE LOAD CAPACITY FROM PUBLISHED CATALOG VALUES”

Manufacturer’s Notice Date: 18 November 2019

Units: ONLY THOSE SHACKLES TYPES IDENTIFIED ABOVE THAT ARE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZE AND CAPACITY RANGE: - 7/8” Size, 6.5t Capacity AND THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION CODE (PIC): ‘5VJ’

Description:
Crosby Group has determined that the above listed shackles may have a condition that can reduce the ultimate load capacity from the published catalog values. The shackle bow may have a previously undetected defect; and continued use may result in loss of load, property damage, severe injury, or death”.

Crosby requests that users identify all such 7/8” 6.5t shackles with the PIC ‘5VJ’, removed from service, and arrange for return and replacement!
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IMMEDIATE ACTION IS REQUIRED !!!

Remedy:
REVIEW YOUR RIGGING STORES AND EQUIPMENT
- REMOVE AFFECTED SHACKLES FROM SERVICE IMMEDIATELY!
- REPLACEMENTS ARE PROVIDED BY CROSBY AT NO COST TO END USERS.

Incidents/Injuries: None Reported Globally

Manufacturer(s): Crosby/Crosby Group

CROSBY 7/8”, 6.5t SHACKLES with PIC ‘5VJ’

By use of the Product Identification Code (PIC) symbols appearing on the shackles, Crosby has determined that the 7/8”, 6.5t shackles with the PIC ‘5VJ’ shown on the bow may have this condition. No other sizes or PICs are part of this Important Safety Notice.
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Users/Owners:
Immediately stop using any Crosby shackles that are affected by this Safety Alert/Crosby Safety Notice!!

ACTION REQUIRED/CONTACT:

Rick Devine, Corporate Safety Director, HART Companies
(401) 481-0519 – HART Mobile Phone
rdevine@hartcompanies.com - email

- Advise Corporate Safety that any and all affected Crosby shackles at your worksite have been checked to determine if they are affected by this manufacturer’s recall notice.
- [7/8” size, 6.5t capacity shackles with the PIC of ‘5VJ’]

- Tag any and all suspect Crosby shackles at your worksite that are affected by this manufacturer’s recall as ‘OUT OF SERVICE/DO NOT USE’.

- Quarantine and Secure any tagged Crosby Shackles as a precaution against accidental/unintentional use.

- Advise worksite team members that Quarantined Crosby shackles are ‘Removed From Service’ due to the potential to cause damage, serious injury or death.

- Arrange for the removal of any affected Crosby shackles from your worksite by contacting Rick Devine.

- Corporate Safety will contact the Crosby/Crosby Group to arrange for Replacements. The manufacturer-provided replacements are at no cost to your project and will be sent back to your worksite.

PLEASE IMMEDIATELY SHARE THIS INFORMATION WITH OUR SUBCONTRACTORS, CLIENTS AND PROJECT SAFETY TEAMS!!